Journey Toward Wholeness Transformation Committee

Conference Call Meeting Notes

November 28, 2011
Present Members: Michael Sallwasser, Co-chair; Wendy von Zirpolo, Co-chair; Tracey Robinson-Harris; Carrie Stewart; Arthur Tackman; Scott McNeil; Jonipher Kwong; Benjamin Gabel; Taquiena Boston, President’s Representative; Alex Kapitan, Staff Support 
Not Present: David Slavin 
Start Time: 3:00 PM Eastern Time

End Time:  4:30 PM Eastern Time
	Topic
	Discussion
	Decisions/Actions

	Chalice lighting – Michael
	Michael shared a reading: “The Litany of Diversity”
	

	Reading from our covenant – Jonipher and Wendy 
	· Recognize that the work we do together is sometimes difficult, and that our overall goal is to stay 'at the table' together
· Recognize that we are each and collectively “works in progress,” and that there is no one “right answer.”

Alex pointed out that the full covenant is available online. Michael offered that once he and Arthur leave the committee, no one will remain who was there for the drafting of the covenant, and the committee might want to revisit it.
	

	Check-in: Introductions – Michael
	Committee members introduced themselves and shared a little about what brought them to the committee.
	

	Approving the fall meeting minutes – Michael
	Committee approved the minutes from the fall meeting.
	

	Workshop at GA overview – Scott
	Scott offered a description of the workshop that JTWTC has proposed to bring to GA: 

Talking Down Borders 

Creating justice and transforming the world requires a willingness to create authentic relationships by crossing borders of many kinds. In a sacred space, risk sharing your stories and crossing borders. Leave with a tool for building alliances of solidarity empowered to bend the arc toward justice.
Michael shared that Susan Frederick-Gray, director of the AZ Immigration Ministry and on the Program Development Committee (program selection group for GA). She was interested in possibly seeing this workshop be multiple sessions concurrently that would be a beginning point for the various tracks they are planning to have (on immigration justice, economic justice, etc.). To begin a track, it would be good for participants to build some teamwork.

Wendy asked Michael what the next steps around that are. Michael shared that the burden might fall to Wendy to enter into a conversation with Susan about being realistic about what the committee can accomplish. He doesn’t think Susan thinks we’ve signed up to do that. She’s looking to have a conversation with the committee. Wendy asked if there’s a member of the Program Development Group who is also on the Accountability Group. Taquiena knows that Leslie Takahashi Morris and one other person are on both. Wendy plans to talk with Susan Frederick-Gray, then, and possibly others, and assured the committee that this conversation doesn’t commit anyone to lead a workshop—JTWTC always works collectively to play to the strengths and wishes for involvement of the committee. Michael agreed.
Wendy: Our hope is that at our January call we will address all things GA.
	Wendy expressed a hope that on the January call JTWTC will address all things GA.

	Reading list – Michael 
	Michael shared that the committee used its excess FY 2011 budget to purchase some books. The first books on the reading list are Arc of the Universe and Queer Injustice. Wendy shared that the hope is that everyone will read Arc by the next fall meeting, and that Queer Injustice is a good start for a year that the committee hoped would look quite a bit at intersecting oppressions and so reading it by the next spring meeting would be helpful.
	Wendy will send a copy of Arc of the Universe to Ben, and will send copies of Queer Injustice to new committee members.

	Re-assessment of First Snapshot Report – Michael

	Michael had offered to do an assessment of the committee’s first report and do a survey to find out what effect that report had. Michael created a Survey Monkey but found that the free version of Survey Monkey doesn’t allow for analysis of results, so he’d like to sign up for a professional version of Survey Monkey if possible. Scott thinks that paying for Survey Monkey might be helpful, but if analysis of results is the only reason, he knows how to do that using the free version. Wendy affirmed that having the tool in your own hands is definitely beneficial.
	Michael and Scott will confer about Survey Monkey.

	Teambuilding – Wendy 
	Wendy: The book The Art of Convening has in the past offered us some good models for learning who each of us are before we even arrive at the table, so that we may know each other better in the work that we are choosing to share in together. At the fall meeting we spent quite a bit of time sharing our stories and practicing deep listening. We’d like to continue that work and we’re not sure exactly how that will look—perhaps integrate some piece of that into our meetings, both on the phone and in person.
Ben asked if this team’s building is envisioned as a model for the GA workshop. Wendy: We did see this as the core of what that workshop would be. 

Wendy: Other pieces of teambuilding will include revisiting the covenant and mentorship. Possibly also setting up a method of surveying the group after phone meetings.
	Wendy asked members to send her any info that might reflect on mentoring partnerships.

	Response from Com Com and Nom Com re: collaboration – Michael 
	Michael: JTWTC got to talk with Com Com and Nom Com at GA 2011 and they are interested in continuing to be in contact. The two committees are really working together and a lot of the work they are doing relate to the recommendations in the JTWTC’s last report. 

After GA Michael and Wendy emailed the chairs thanking them and saying that they are willing to continue the conversation. Nancy Bartlett responded and said that they are interested in continuing the conversation and want to look at what the capacity and skill set of the new committee is, but they are looking at JTWTC’s recommendations. Michael Tino, right relations monitoring chair for Board, may also be part of the conversation. Board will be shrinking and Com Com will change in light of that.
	Michael asked the new members to skim through JTWTC’s last report and look at recommendations.

	Dates for future meetings – Michael 
	Michael: May in-person meeting is written in stone; January and March phone meetings are to be scheduled. Wendy asked the committee to be generous in their scheduling needs for phone meetings and also asked to clarify the start and end times for the spring meeting. 

9am start Monday 5/14; 5pm end Tuesday 5/15. Expectation is that everyone will stay for the completion of the meeting. 

Arthur offered a strong encouragement to use travel agent Ron for travel.
	Spring meeting: 9am 5/14 – 5pm 5/15. All members are encouraged to book travel as far in advance as possible, either using travel agent Ron or by getting reimbursed.

	Process observations – Jonipher and Wendy
	Jonipher and Wendy offered process observations.
	

	Appreciation – Wendy 
	Wendy offered appreciation for Michael and Arthur’s service on the committee, and Arthur and Michael both shared some farewell thoughts.
	

	Check-out – Michael 
	Committee members checked out.
	

	Closing words – Michael 
	Michael shared closing words by John Schaar: “Future”
	


Respectfully submitted,

Alex Kapitan
December 6, 2011
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